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Michele Kingston      

DIVINE LIGHT CENTRE 
Workshops  ~    Healings    ~   Readings    ~   Jewellery  

 

Michele has practised, given healings, readings and 

spiritual guidance for over 15 years.  

She began her journey at a young age, always  

fascinated with the soul, nature and how wonderful 

life, beings and kingdoms are.  

This has led her to her divine purpose and mission on 

earth today, as well as her love of creating spiritual art 

and healing necklaces – it is to reflect and teach that 

all energy is made of light and love vibrations  

and to be that in all moments.  

 

 

Location:            550 Dundas Street 

 St Andrews Beach  3941 

Appointments can be made by calling:   

5988 5184 or 0409 406446 

Or visit:  www.divinedeslightcentre.com.au 

These products were made with 
love to help humanity’s        

evolvement and ascension  
to the 5th dimension.  

 

    Crystal Vibrational 
   Spray Bottles 



LADY NADA 
CRYSTAL VIBRATIONAL 

SPRAY 
SACRED ROSE WATER 

MADE WITH LOVE FOR  
HIGHER HEART  

ACTIVATION 
 

Lady Nada is a Divine Lady Master who       
embodies the feminine Christ qualities and 
overlights us with such beautiful nurturing 

qualities and she fills our cup with love,     
kindness, forgiveness and innocence. 

This Divine Rose Quartz Crystal Water has 
the healing vibration of the Rose Quartz, 

which is for love, nurturance and forgiveness. 
It also contains Clear Quartz crystal vibration, 

which is for clarity, amplification and      
alignment.  These together create a             

beautiful, yet strong combination of energy 
which will assist one to open their heart with 
gentleness and grace, so as they can connect 

with their higher heart. Once this connection is 
made people start experiencing the best things 
on their path as it strengthens the meaning of 

your higher purpose.   
This Sacred Water is scented with Pure Rose 
oil for connecting with the Divine Feminine 
and Mother energies.  This spray is harmless, 
suits all people and is also lovely for children.

  
  

ST.GERMAIN’S ELIXIR 
AMETHYST CRYSTAL WATER 

 

These Sacred Healing drops will purify all       
discordant energies around the Heart Flame.  
This will then allow a clear connection to be 
made between you and your heart pathways.  

Only then will you find it easy to live your divine 
purpose to express your gifts to the world. 

The Amethyst has profound spiritual healing   
effects and as they are for internal use, they will 
clear away any unwanted or discordant energies 

around the body and around the heart. So far 
they have brought remarkable results to people, 

saying they have healed family wounds in where 
nothing else has worked.  They have bought     

miraculous benefits to all disharmonious         
circumstances. 

St.Germain impressed me to use the number 4 
with the dosages as the Maltese Cross has 4 

points, representing the balance within the heart, 
the earth, the 4 directions and with the  

4 Archangels. 
Take 4 drops, for 4 days on, then nothing for the 
next for the next 4 days so no drops: then 4 drops 
for 4 days again, 4 days off and so on until the 

drops run out, usually it will take around 4 
weeks all together. 

If needed again, wait another 4 weeks or 4 
months depending on how urgent the               

requirement.  They are safe to use as they are only 
made of the mineral Amethyst, like wearing an 

amethyst crystal internally. 

 

 

ST GERMAIN’S  
SACRED AMETHYST SPRAY 

 
St.Germain’s sacred Aura & Room spray is great 
for space clearing.  It is made from natural spring 
water with an Amethyst crystal key and  genera-

tor emerged. It cleanses any room before and   
after healing and spiritual work and is great for 
ones auric field. People will find that it not only 
cleanses and transmutes discordant energies but 
it also will envelope one in the purple colour of 

the violet flame for at least 12 hours and seal you 
in a field of protection and love. 

It is also scented with pure lavender oil, which is 
a calming antiseptic fragrance that assists with 

this work. Lavender has wonderful healing    
properties as it helps the body to relax and         
de-stress. When we relax, we open up the       

spiritual dimensions, therefore become more 
available to the Angels and Masters so they can  

work with us.  
St. Germain impressed to make this for humanity 
as people are now working with higher energies 
and practicing space clearings, healings of all  

modalities everywhere, which is wonderful to see.  
We are all rising in vibration as we clear and 

heal ourselves and this beautiful planet with love 
and light as intended in part of the Great Divine 

Plan. This is a wonderful tool to assist you in 
that!   

Enjoy and use whenever desired. 

St Germain blesses your  
divine sacred heart flame 


